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Abstract

Modern networks urge agility, flexibility, and capacity to cope with the
growing demand for media content and applications increasingly oriented
toward data consumption. The Central Offices (CO) of telecommunica-
tion providers, being a vital aggregator of different access networks, such
as optical and mobile, need to be prepared to deal with these demands.
The Open Broadband - Broadband Access Abstraction (OB-BAA) archi-
tecture fits into the initiative to modernize the Information Technology
(IT) components of broadband networks, more specifically the COs.
This paper discusses the development of a Virtualized Network Func-
tion (VNF) in the context of network security to be integrated as a
component of an OB-BAA architecture guided by the Software-Defined
Network (SDN) paradigm. More specifically, the authentication and
authorization of network equipment within the IEEE 802.1X protocol
are applied to Next Generation Passive Optical Networks (NG-PON).
The VNF development is based on the Golang language combined with
gRPC programmable interfaces for communication between the various
elements of the OB-BAA architecture, and then the components were
”containerized” and inserted in the Docker and Kubernetes virtualiza-
tion frameworks of a multinational telecommunications operator. Finally,
performance metrics such as computational resource usage (CPU, mem-
ory, and network I/O) and execution time of VNF processes were
analyzed in usage tests with multiple supplicants and distinct opera-
tional modes, to attest to the most promising virtualization scenarios.

Keywords: Passive Optical Network, Central Office, Network Function
Virtualization, Virtual Network Function, Software-Defined Network, Golang
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1 Introduction

Networks have been following the growth of application complexity and user
demands for bandwidth, low latency, and high data volumes. Several emerg-
ing technologies and applications contribute to this challenging setting, such
as Augmented Reality (AR), Ultra-High Definition (UHD) services, Machine-
to-Machine (M2M) communication, adding heterogeneous constraints to a
demanding network scene.

Network operators have been under pressure by the exponential require-
ments for flexibility, agility, and scalability. The optical fiber methods of data
transmission have brought a big shift in reachability, capacity, and resilience
compared with copper cable-based implementations. Moreover, Passive Opti-
cal Networks (PON) has stood out against other optical technologies, adding
cost and energy savings to the list of benefits. PON and its versions as Gigabit
PON (GPON), Next Generation PON (NG-PON), and 10-Gigabit PON (XG-
PON), have consolidated as one of the most used broadband access networks
from network operators [1]. Further, PON provided a significant expansion of
bandwidth per client and network infrastructure quality, which opened new
roads for the latest applications and impacted customers’ habits in Internet
consumption.

Central Offices (COs) are the first ”big” hop in terms of infrastructure
capacity for most of the broadband access networks. They are located at
the network’s edges and usually aggregate multiple PON, xDSL, Mobile, and
other networks. Therefore, CO shows up as a good opportunity for Commu-
nications Service Providers (CSPs) to avail the applications urge demands for
low latency, high throughput, and fast processing to generate new incomes
[2]. However, to take advantage of this opportunity, it is imperative to mod-
ernize CO infrastructures to provide the desired flexibility, adaptability, and
availability. To achieve these requirements, network softwarization is proposed,
bringing the concepts of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network
Functions Virtualization (NFV) [3] [4] [5] [6]. In addition, the Open Broadband
- Broadband Access Abstraction (OB-BAA) architecture, promoted by the
Broadband Forum, aims to modernize the information technology components
of broadband networks, more specifically the CO, by proposing a framework
with well-defined reference points that could be followed by vendors, operators,
and Infrastructure Providers to take advantage of the promoted integration.

Build upon OB-BAA, this work intends to evolve the traditional archi-
tecture of the CO, mainly related to broadband infrastructure [1], exploring
how CO could benefit from the paradigms of SDN, NFV, and Virtual Net-
work Function (VNF). Framed by a comprehensive workforce across multiple
development teams of a major multinational telecommunications operator, this
work addresses the development of a VNF for enhancing network security, more
precisely the authentication and authorization of network equipment. The inte-
gration with distinct VNFs is assured by following the framework established
by OB-BAA architecture, which defines well-known protocols, interfaces, and
endpoints allowing for seamless integration between multiple asynchronous
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developments. In this context, the main contributions of this paper are defined
as follows:

• the traditional architecture of COs is clarified. Also, the state-of-art
paradigms of SDN, NFV, and VNF are conceptualized in the broadband
context, being debated how CO could benefit from them;

• the development of a VNF for Network Access Control based on the IEEE
802.1X protocol is explored for the legitimation of the identity of Optical
Network Units (ONU) into the PON domain;

• related to the VNF development, relevant specifications are also outlined
along the state-of-art, including the adopted programming language and
protocol interfaces used to construct and integrate the VNF with other
architectural components;

• the results of performance tests carried out to attest to the most suitable
scenarios of VNF development and integration are deeply debated.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background concepts
and covers related work supporting the proposal; Section 3 presents the archi-
tecture integrating the developed security VNF; Section 4 and Section 5 are
devoted to performance evaluation and results discussion; Section 6 presents
the conclusions.

2 Background Concepts and Related Work

This section presents and interrelates the main concepts and works sustaining
the proposed VNF. The debate starts with PON concepts and architecture,
followed by a discussion on why and how virtualization and softwarization
contribute to next-generation CO. Finally, security in the access layer, the
VNF development use case, is detailed.

2.1 Passive Optical Networks (PON)

In the last decade, fiber technology started to expand its capillarity, spreading
the concepts of Fiber-to-the-X (FTTx) and Passive Optical Network (PON).

Among the Optical Access Network (OAN) broadband technologies, PONs
have excelled rather than others due to their cost-effectiveness. One reason
for the advantages and preference by network providers is the fact that PONs
avoid active equipment between providers and clients, conversely to Active
Optical Network (AON) which needs an optical-electrical-optical at the remote
node 1. This passive approach consequently provides more savings of Capital
Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX), also because
there is no power consumption for equipment throughout the Optical Distri-
bution Network (ODN) [7], at a cost of bandwidth capacity and ability for
reaching longer distances, when comparing to the AON scenario.

1Throughout the Optical Distribution Network, between the CO and the client, a splitter divides
the mainstream of feeder fiber into multiple distribution fibers. The AON splitter is an active
powered device, such as a switch or a router, while PONs rely on a passive splitter, which is a
non-powered device, made mainly of mirrors and glasses, to divide the multiple client signals.
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PON architecture from a high-level point of view is quite simple. It fol-
lows mainly a point-to-multipoint architecture that could be separated into
three parts, the Central Office, the Optical Distribution Network, and the Cus-
tomer side. The first part is located in the Communications Services Providers
(CSP) facilities, where the aggregator equipment, the Optical Line Termi-
nation (OLT), is located. Each port serves multiple points, partitioning the
stream of these single wires (feeder fiber) through a splitter, to various cables,
each one connected to an Optical Network Unit (ONU) and Optical Net-
work Terminal (ONT). The COs also support a significant number of other
services and aggregate other technologies, such as the mobile network infras-
tructure and more. The second part is the ODN, the infrastructure between
the CSP and the customers, which includes the fiber cables, splitting remote
nodes (RN), and are all passive elements. Finally, in the customer side, the
ONUs/ONTs receive a branch (distribution fiber) from the split feeder fiber.
All these components are illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Components of PON Architecture.

PON characteristics could explain why many carriers and service providers
widely adopt this solution. These features are [8]:

• Resiliency - Optical technologies are immune to Electromagnetic Inter-
ference (EMI), Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC), and durable when
compared to copper-based access infrastructures. Yet, the ODN infrastruc-
ture has a single point of failure at the feeder fiber, requiring high protection
against possible harm.

• Performance and Cost-efficiency - PON improves the number of services
delivered with quality at an affordable cost - deliver more with less. Opti-
cal solutions avoid the OPEX costs in the maintenance of optoelectronic
and electronic devices along the ODN, reducing dramatically failure rates
and repair costs. PON is also a future-proof technology due to its high
information-carrying capacity2, and the mentioned inherent characteristics
of optical material [9].

2The study reported in [10], proposing an optimization framework and providing a comparison
between multiple generations of PON, shows that in scenarios of higher demand of bit rate, newer
generations, which tend to be more expensive and with higher capacity, are more cost-effective
than the old cheapest ones.
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• Convergence and Integration - PON architecture supports distinct wired and
wireless network technologies. An example is the Wireless-Optical Broad-
Band Access Network (WOBAN), which provides a more cost-effective
solution and a less invasive deployment for subscribers. The customers get
access through a wireless front-end infrastructure, and these wireless base
stations are connected to the ONU [11]. Moreover, PON integrates with cop-
per solutions, for drops near the customer, and with Metro networks, which
adapts the traditional PON ”tree-and-branch” to ring topology, for Long
Range PON (PON).

From the above, it is possible to perceive that Network Operators aggregate
a significant number of technologies into a CO. Also, it is the uplink point to the
core network. Thus, COs are strategic points to be improved and evolved and
to offer new businesses and services. Still, they need to be more agile, flexible,
and scalable, providing better management, orchestration, and visibility. To
deliver these features, the SDN paradigm appears as a great candidate to
leverage COs to the next stage.

2.2 Virtualization in Network Context

To address the evolution in data generation and consumption, network service
providers try to improve their network capacity and scale, however, the tradi-
tional network architecture imposes constraints for this progression. Some of
these limitations include [12]:

• Flexibility - As each vendor promotes its portfolio, their specific hardware
and software solutions suffer from restricted/no-compatibility with other
vendors.

• Scalability - Traditional on-premises equipment demands physical spaces
with power consumption and substantial cabling paths, with scale con-
straints. On the software side, each vendor generally produces capacity-
constrained products, requiring licences for upgrade, also impairing scale.

• Time-to-Market Challenges - Technology is constantly changing, often
implying new features that require a vendor’s box upgrade or replacement.
This impacts time to deliver of new features to clients and affects revenue.

• Lack of Manageability - Well-known management protocols are imple-
mented by almost all vendors, such as Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP), Syslog, NetFlow. However, each vendor creates its management
strategy and proprietary tools, undermining a vendor-agnostic management
for fine-grain control and visibility of traditional network equipment.

• Operational Costs - The above impacts the operational costs of tradi-
tional network equipment buyers, demanding investment in training and
certifications, which locks the client to a particular vendor.

Thus, the traditional network model suffers from blockades that prevent
it from advancing together with the applications’ demands. The following
sections focus on recent paradigms to overcome the raised barriers.
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2.2.1 Network Functions Virtualization

Virtualization is the abstraction of operating systems and applications from
the physical hardware device. Bringing this definition to the network, it also
abstracts the networking nodes from physical topology arrangement, which
allows the administrator to group or arrange these elements in a new logical
way disregarding their physical location [13].

Although lately network virtualization has been a recurring topic [14],
the concept has been used for a long time, namely in Virtual Private Net-
works (VPNs), Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs), and Multiprotocol
Label Switching (MPLS). These examples of virtualization brought great tech-
niques for network administrators to isolate uncorrelated traffic, protect their
integrity, group logically distant nodes, and optimize network usage. Despite
that, network hardware devices are still very nested, with restricted func-
tions. So, NFV defines an abstraction approach concerning the use of generic
hardware, Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS), having all physical capabilities
regarding I/O and CPU.

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and Indus-
try Standards Group (ISG) established some recommendations about NFV,
proposing the virtualization of functions from dedicated network equipment
into Virtual Machines (VMs), allowing fast, flexible, and ubiquitous deploy-
ment [15]. Moreover, network functions become a piece of software, a VNF,
portable, and easily upgradeable, rather than specialized network hardware
that needs a physical replacement when obsolete and performs just one central
role. These scalability, agility, and efficiency features promote great opportu-
nities for innovation in terms of the technology itself and the business model,
enabling providers to offer novel services and products. As drawbacks, the
transition from legacy to a virtualized infrastructure imposes upfront costs of
acquisition, and complexity exists in managing volatile demands. Additionally,
not all software/hardware can be virtualized due to vendor constraints, and
combining virtualization with open-source solutions could also be difficult due
to the lack of support.

2.2.2 Virtual Network Functions

One of the main elements of the NFV environment is the VNF. The tra-
ditional network functions from firewalls, load balancers, routers, and other
network equipment can be virtualized, and a VNF can perform each of these
virtualized roles. So, enterprises are replacing several boxes, each with its own
set of functions, for a consolidated piece of hardware, such as a standard x86
server, with multiple VMs sharing the server resources. In this new network
architecture, different vendors can provide distinct VNFs, which eliminates
the proprietary hardware constraints, such as the cost of upgrading a box.
Furthermore, VNFs improve flexibility by eliminating location constraints for
network equipment, allowing to scale and deploy functions near demanding
places, e.g., COs, remote branch offices, data centers, Point-of-Presence, etc.
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Service providers and mobile operators are considered catalyst players for
network virtualization due to their interest in delivering faster time-to-market
and innovative services and products to their clients, with agility and lower
costs. The freedom from these constraints imposes a well-defined architecture
framework to allow a concise coupling among these heterogeneous elements.
The ETSI provided this framework, which is divided into three main blocks,
the infrastructure block, virtualized function block, and management block, as
illustrated in figure 2 (Left):

Fig. 2 Left: High-level overview of ETSI NFV framework; Right: Resource allocation to
VNFs, overlay/underlay abstraction and forwarding graph [16].

In this framework, the software is so decoupled that one VNF can require
hardware COTS resources from different pieces of hardware and a Network
Function (NF) can hold multiple VNF. As an example, a firewall NF performs
many features, such as Network Address Translation (NAT), Access Control
List (ACL), Packet Inspection, etc, and the different VNFs can interoper-
ate throughout the forwarding graph between two endpoints flow. Figure 2
(Right) illustrates this abstraction and independence of software overlay from
hardware underlay. Moreover, for each forwarding graph, Management and
Orchestration (MANO) can instantiate a different overlay graph and hardware
allocation depending on the actual demands and underlay usage.

2.3 SDN-oriented CO Architecture

In the telecommunication and broadband sector, the BroadBand Forum (BBF)
and the Open Network Foundation (ONF) are flagships, non-profit organiza-
tions working on projects such as 5G, Connected Home, Cloud, and Access
Networks.

2.3.1 BroadBand-Forum (BBF)

Regarding the CO environment, the Cloud Central Office (CloudCO) project
from BBF proposes an architecture redefinition of the access and aggregation
networks hosted into traditional CO. This redefinition includes the use of SDN,
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NFV, and cloud technologies to achieve and respond to the existing broadband
networks’ demands [17].

Inside the CloudCO initiative, the project open-source OB-BAA creates
Northbound Abstraction Interfaces (NAI), Core Components and Southbound
Adapter Interfaces (SAI) to permit integration with multiple management and
control elements (e.g., Business System Support (BSS), Operation System Sup-
port (OSS), Element Management Systems (EMS), SDN Management and/or
Control) for network operators through NAI, and to connect the access net-
work devices (e.g., OLT, ONU) through SAI [18]. To guarantee portability and
modularity, this project was designed to be virtualized, containerized, and use
standard data models to ensure the compatibility between multiple elements
and vendors. Moreover, it was outlined to be leveraged by NFV Infrastructure
(NFVI), using the OB-BAA functions as VNFs, and also to be compatible with
legacy components where some specific network functions are still performed
by physical nodes, called Physical Network Functions (PNF) [17].

Figure 3 illustrates the OB-BAA architecture, which includes the BAA
layer with Northbound/Southbound layers and interfaces. It also includes
other services, namely Performance Monitoring, vOMCI Proxy, Control Relay,
and examples of attachments to southbound (e.g., Access User plane) and
northbound (e.g., Management and Control elements).

Fig. 3 OB-BAA architecture layers [18]

The BAA Core can deliver a set of functions that could be disaggre-
gated from traditional CO elements into PNF or from legacy devices, and
be performed in the BAA Core under an NFVI substrate into the CloudCO
environment. Northbound and southbound interfaces enable the communica-
tion between SDN Management and Control (M&C) components in the upper
layer, and with external devices in the lower layer. Northbound abstraction
and southbound adaptation interfaces implement data models, Application
Programming Interface (API), libraries, and driver plugins to ensure the com-
patibility between these interfaces with SDN M&C and the Access Nodes (AN)
[18] [17]. In more detail:
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Southbound Layer and Interface - the southbound layer, through south-
bound adaptation interfaces, implements adapters that specify the required
data models to integrate the access nodes into the BAA layer. The device
adapters can use the southbound protocol libraries and SAI API, or when
needed, can implement their specific communication protocol.

Northbound Layer and Interface - the northbound layer implements proto-
cols to establish communication between the BAA layer with multiple network
management tools and orchestrators, such as SDN M&C, BSS/OSS, etc. These
protocols are usually NETCONF, RESTCONF, and RESTful APIs. However,
it can be updated and redefined as needed.

Control Relay Services - the Control Relay service has the function to
relay packets, such as a proxy, from an access node to an application end-
point in the SDN M&C, and vice-versa. This communication could flow from
the Standard or Vendor Control Adapter (VCA) receiving encapsulated pack-
ets to/from SDN applications, such as AAA, DHCP, or others. The OB-BAA
provides this communication through gRPC/GPB interfaces, the Control Pro-
tocol Adapter for the northbound layer, and Standard Control Adapter (SCA)
for the southbound layer. Also, a VCA is available in case the access nodes
require some adjustment.

vOMCI Function and Proxy - the Virtual ONT Management Control Inter-
face (vOMCI) function has the role of formatting and translating the YANG
request/responses to/from Virtual OLT Management Function (vOLTMF)
into the OMCI messages [19]. Moreover, the vOMCI function is responsible
for encapsulating/de-encapsulating and sending/receiving messages originat-
ed/destined to ONUs through the vOMCI Proxy, and then converting the
OCMI messages into understandable data vOLT Management Functions
(vOLTMF). The vOMCI Proxy is deployed as a microservice. It allows the
connection of multiple OLTs and the vOMCI Proxy acting as gRPC endpoints,
proxying their communication with the vOMCI Functions. It is also helpful for
troubleshooting and management purposes. The proxy aggregate and maintain
the associations between the OLTs and corresponding vOMCI function [19].

2.3.2 Open Network Foundation (ONF)

The Open Network Foundation (ONF) is a non-profit consortium that has
the mission to catalyze the transformation of the networking industry. This
consortium leverages open-source adoption, network disaggregation, SDN/N-
FV/Cloud solutions to reach this transformation. Service providers, industry,
universities, and many relevant companies integrate the member board of
ONF, and this partnership produced plenty of outcomes. ONF has led the
SDN development to the networking world and has produced great Reference
Design processes that have already been used in production environments [20].

The ONF has projects divided into mobile, broadband, edge cloud
infrastructure, and SDN solutions. In the broadband section, the SDN
Enabled Broadband Access (SEBA) and Virtual OLT Hardware Abstraction
(VOLTHA) projects are under the CORD platform, which has the mission
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to transform the edge of the operator network into agile service delivery.
Moreover, CORD integrates multiple open-source projects, delivering an open,
programmable, and agile platform for network operators [21].

SEBA is a lightweight platform based on a variant of Residential-CORD. It
supports virtualized access technologies of the carrier network, such as PON,
G.Fast, DOCSIS, and others. It is built with Kubernetes and operationalized
with FCAPSI, and OSS integration [22].

VOLTHA relies on the extensive usage of SDN hardware abstraction of
COTS hardware instead of dedicated and inflexible equipment, applying this
abstraction principle to broadband optical access networks, by moving the
control plane of OLT to a northbound SDN controller. Further, keeping the
hardware as a white box with the data plane on the southbound side turns the
access network into an abstract programmable switch. Moreover, it also allows
communication with PON hardware devices using vendor-specific protocols
through OLT and ONU adapters [23].

2.3.3 BBF and ONF Partnership

The broadband networking operators are constantly looking forward to better
solutions for their customers with greater cost-effectiveness and robustness.
Having this in mind, the BBF and ONF initiatives stand out and promote
SDN-driven solutions that rely on open-source projects, the BBF’s BAA and
the ONF’s vOLTHA [24]. Both solutions intend to abstract different com-
ponents of the broadband architecture, making them complementary. BAA
abstracts the control and management for any Access Node (AN) in tradi-
tional or cloudified COs. VOLTHA proposes an abstraction of low-level silicon
to enable vendor-neutral hardware for AN [24]. Thus, these solutions supply
the demands of carriers and operators, providing modern, flexible, and agile
infrastructures to deliver improved services.

2.4 Network Security in Access Layer

2.4.1 Framework Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)

The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) is a well-defined protocol to
carry authentication and authorization messages in a network. The IEEE
802.1X protocol relies on it to provide the exchange message encapsulation
framework, more specifically, it uses EAP over LAN (EAPOL) in IEEE 802.3,
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), IEEE 802.11, or other LAN protocol. EAP
typically runs directly over the data link layer, without requiring the Inter-
net Protocol (IP) [25], setting a middleware to the authentication layer where
authentication methods could be easily attached. The EAP supports various
authentication practices such as token cards, smart cards, preshared keys, Ker-
beros, one-time passwords, certificates, public key authentication, and others.
EAP-MD5, TLS, TTLS, PSK, PEAP, IKEv2 and PEAP-MSCHAPv2 are com-
mon examples of EAP methods [26]. A comprehensive list can be found at
[27].
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2.4.2 IEEE 802.1X Architecture

The IEEE 802.1X protocol (Dot1x), brings security to the link layer for Port-
based Network Access Control (PNAC), which relies on the identity of users
or/and devices that could be trying to gain access to a network service. This
protection method could prevent unauthorized rogue devices from walking in
and compromising the network [28]. Additionally, it is a layer 2 protocol, closer
to the client/user and, for this reason, can be deployed at an effective cost
compared to other security implementations in upper layers (although could
be complementary). Using 802.1X, the access network devices (e.g., switches,
access points) assume that all access ports are disabled, except for EAP frames
that will transport the Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA)
messages, until the user or device is authenticated and authorized (which can
be also accounted for future auditing). Therefore, this protocol brings benefits
to the network’s robustness and security, visibility, and transparency.

There are three main elements in an 802.1X network [29]: Supplicant -
device that intends to access the network by engaging in an EAP commu-
nication exchange between the supplicant and the authenticator (e.g., PCs,
Smartphones, CCTV cameras, ONTs, ONUs, etc); Authenticator - network
equipment where the supplicant will be connected and exchange EAP mes-
sages. This device will relay AAA messages between the supplicant and the
authentication server. It is commonly called a Network Access Server (NAS)
and possible authenticators are switches, wireless access points, OLTs, etc;
Authentication Server - this element has a credentials database for supplicant
AAA, e.g., Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) Server,
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) Server, Active Directory,
MySQL Server, etc.

The IEEE 802.1X protocol comprises five phases - initiation, authentica-
tion, authorization, accounting, and termination, as illustrated in Figure 6
(excluding termination):

• Initiation - In this phase, the supplicant’s access port is blocked for every
frame and packet, except for EAP frames. So, when the supplicant intends
to connect to the network, sends the first frame EAP over LAN (EAPoL)
Start over the data link layer, encapsulated into the EAP frame. A DHCP,
ARP, DHCPv6, ND, or any packet can also initiate the dot1x process. The
authenticator receives this frame and answers with an EAP Identity Request
frame, inquiring about the supplicant’s identity information.

• Authentication - Upon receipt the EAP Identity Request, the supplicant
initiates the authentication process, sending its identity through the EAP
Identity Response message to the authenticator. The authenticator forwards
the supplicant identity information to the RADIUS authentication server for
validation as an Attribute-Value Pairs (AVP) via a RADIUS Access-Request
message. If the supplicant’s identity attribute is found in the database, the
server will send a RADIUS Access-Challenge to the authenticator, who will
ask the supplicant, through EAP Request EAP Method, if it complies with
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the current authentication EAP method. If so, the supplicant answers with
an EAP Response accepting the proposed challenge. Then, the authenticator
forwards the response over the RADIUS Access-Challenge EAP Response
message.

• Authorization - After completing the previous phase, the authentication
server sends the RADIUS: Access-Accept: EAP-Success message to the sup-
plicant via RADIUS message to the authenticator, similarly to what was
done in the previous steps. The EAP-Success message can contain attributes
regarding the supplicant’s access permission, such as the associated VLAN,
a specific Dynamic Access Control List (dACL), and other appropriate
features.

• Accounting - The accounting feature is optional, being considered a good
practice to configure for auditing reasons. The message that starts the
process is RADIUS: Accounting-Request: Start and is started by the authen-
ticator. This initial message is sent to the authentication server, containing
information inserted in the AVP field about the session established with the
supplicant.

• Termination - The termination occurs when the supplicant sends a EAPoL-
Logoff packet to the authenticator, which leads to a port status change from
the authorized state to the unauthorized state. Moreover, if accounting is
enabled, the authenticator also sends a termination instruction to RADIUS
to close the accounting session.

3 IEEE 802.1X VNF Proposed Approach

This work explores VNF deployment in a PON OB-BAA architecture of a
multinational telecommunications operator, integrating SDN concepts. More
specifically, the IEEE 802.1X network access control was chosen as the net-
work function to virtualize into the NG-PON domain. The 802.1X VNF was
developed to be attached to an NFVI, a fully virtualized platform, or in a
hybrid environment with legacy on-premise hardware and an SDN-oriented
setting. This section describes the adopted architecture, initially introduced in
[30]3, the developing VNF environment, and the test scenarios considered. The
practical experiments and tests are divided into three phases, evolving in code
maturity and integration with the architecture where this project is embedded.

3.1 Adopted Architecture

Network virtualization concepts are here explored including new initiatives
regarding SDN applicability in PON environment. The OB-BAA architecture
(see Figure 3) was selected for integration due to the existing partnership and
collaboration with the BBF group.

3This article extends the previous conference paper by providing an encompassing debate artic-
ulating the paradigms contributing to next-generation COs, by detailing the tools, architecture,
and phases of VNF development, and by providing results on all the 24 scenarios considered in the
evaluation, for processing time and computational resources. Therefore, it sustains and clarifies
the most suitable scenarios for VNF development and integration.
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As mentioned, the OB-BAA architecture proposes a framework with well-
defined reference points that could be followed by vendors, operators, and
infrastructure providers to promote flexibility and integration. This frame-
work enables the development of part of the architecture elements, assuring
the attachment and interoperation with other parts developed by distinct
organizations.

3.2 Supporting Tools

To achieve the proposed goal, first, a simple network topology was emulated
for the preliminary studies of IEEE 802.1X. The software development started
using a performative programming language suitable to the adopted architec-
ture. Afterward, the network elements become virtualized and containerized
into microservices, and the software development shifted to this environment.
The tools supporting this progressive approach are discussed next.

3.2.1 Network Emulation Tool

In the first phase of the tests, aimed at exploring the phases of dot1x, the
Emulated Virtual Environment Next Generation (EVE-NG) [31] was selected
to create the test environment. EVE-NG is a Linux Ubuntu virtual machine
that needs to be installed on a hypervisor such as VMware (recommended
virtualization platform) or installed on Bare Metal. This tool is clientless, not
requiring additional software installation, such as other emulators. Its GUI
interface is accessible through HTML5 through its IP address, supporting the
entire process of creating topologies and running simulations.

3.2.2 Virtualization Tools

This project is leveraged by the most used virtualization platform tools, Docker
and Kubernetes (K8s), which enable containerization of custom and optimized
operational systems and software applications for fast delivery [32].

These tools supported the third phase of the project development by
leveraging the scale tests, using multiple supplicants and OLT, under the
Docker platform. This environment is segmented into parts, according to the
core elements 802.1X VNF, authentication server, and other BBF’s architec-
ture actors, which are contained in a computational resource pool, an NFVI,
typically hosted in Kubernetes. These virtualization tools enable a great oppor-
tunity to test, develop, deliver, and put in production solutions, in a fast and
scalable way.

3.2.3 Development Languages and Tools

For software development, a goal is to create an application that implements
a performative NF, scalable to meet a large number of requests. The adopted
OB-BAA architecture, mainly related to CO abstraction, implicitly suggests
candidates for this task, namely Java, C, and Golang (GO).
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Golang language is a powerful language used to build tools such as Kuber-
netes, Docker, and Vault. GO is also very suitable and used for microservices,
having an outstanding performance due to its concurrency technique based
on GO routines and channels, efficient in memory allocation and data [33].
Moreover, GO has a simple language syntax, well-documented codes, compre-
hensive libraries, garbage collected and compiled into a single binary, among
other characteristics, resulting in a great programming language option for
networking and gRPC APIs applications for the proposed BAA’s architecture.

3.2.4 Monitoring and Visualization Tools

For monitoring and visualization, this project resorts to Prometheus and
Grafana. Both tools are open-source and have a big community backing up.
Prometheus implements a dimensional data model, collecting and storing met-
rics and key/value as time-series data from many sources, and has a flexible
query language, the PromQL, which allows querying for many visualization
tools. Grafana is a common candidate as a visualization tool. This tool makes
it possible to create multiple dashboards for different metrics, visualizing them
with several kinds of graphs, tables, and appearances. Grafana allows querying
various sources and aggregates them into a single-pane-of-glass.

3.3 Project Phases

This project was divided into phases having as objectives: (i) to devise the
virtualization of IEEE 802.1X; (ii) to evolve this knowledge in emulated net-
works and virtualized scenarios (using the presented tools); (iii) to reach a
VNF application to be attached to an NFVI or a hybrid environment.

3.3.1 Phase 1: Deepening into 802.1X protocol

For the first phase an elementary topology is set using EVE-NG, with three
dot1x actors: the supplicant, the authentication server, and the authenticator,
as illustrated in Figure 4. In this scenario, Dot1x access security, PON broad-
band access network, VNFs, and correlated subjects were tested, and Dot1x
specifications put into practice.

Fig. 4 Simple Dot1x topology.
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3.3.2 Phase 2: Proxying EAP messages with Golang

This phase introduced a new component into the topology, a frame EAP proxy
called OLT-App. This proxy stays listening to EAP frames from supplicants
and forwards them to the authenticator. The proxy is built using Golang and
comprises libraries to listen to Ethernet frames and Transmission Control Pro-
tocol (TCP) packets in specified host interfaces. The aim is to evolve this EAP
proxy module to receive these frames from supplicants and forward them to
the Cumulus Linux, which has the authenticator role.

3.3.3 Phase 3: Virtualizing Dot1x elements

In this phase, the Golang development advanced towards more 802.1X pro-
tocol actors, namely the 802.1X VNF, which replaced the Cumulus Linux as
the authenticator, and OLT-App left the proxy role, now acting as an OLT’s
embedded software module. Moreover, all the topology elements have been con-
tainerized into images, to take advantage of virtualization benefits, such as fast
deployment, flexibility of scaling in/out, portability with many infrastructures,
among other mentioned advantages.

More specifically, the Google Remote Procedure Call (gRPC) communica-
tion was established between the application embedded into OLT (OLT-App)
and Control Relay, and between Control Relay and the 802.1X VNF, estab-
lishing the first communication channel, the Control Relay Traffic Flow mode.
The second channel is the direct communication between OLT-App and VNF,
called Straight Traffic Flow mode, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Fig. 5 Diagram of phase 3 topology elements.
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The Control Relay mode is preferred because additional information about
the AAA process can be shared directly with the BAA framework for future
use. Moreover, these actors were integrated into OB-BAA architecture, namely
with Control Relay and Kafka broker. In addition, the Kafka messages pro-
duced by 802.1X VNF could be consumed by the SDN controller, which
deploys rules to the infrastructure via Persistent Management Agent (PMA),
for example, allowing traffic and setting the appropriated network configu-
rations. Independently the settled way, the OLT-App will receive the EAP
messages from supplicants and encapsulate these messages into the gRPC
channel with the VNF destination. When the VNF receives the gRPC message,
it de-encapsulates the EAP payload which is sent to RADIUS.

The reverse way back path is analogous, and the VNF waits and retrieves a
RADIUS response, encapsulates the EAP message into gRPC, and then sends
it back to OLT-App to deliver to the supplicant. This routine is repeated for
every interaction. During the AAA process, the session-relevant information is
forwarded via Kafka message for SDN controller consumption. With this infor-
mation, the SDN controller can have full interaction between the supplicant’s
first request for access until the full acceptance and registration.

Details of the SDN Controller, PMA, and other VNF represented in Figure
5 are out of the scope of this paper.

4 Test Scenarios and Results

This section presents the devised test scenarios and the evaluation results
obtained from comparing the following cases: (i) the infrastructure runs the
supplicant and OLT-App into a physical OLT or a Virtual Machine in a reg-
ular COTS server; (ii) the core components run into Kubernetes or Docker,
which are the most used open-source types of virtualization containers; (iii)
the operational mode where traffic goes from OLT-App to VNF through
the Control-Relay element proposed by OB-BAA architecture, which acts
as a proxy, or Straight flow between OLT-App and VNF, without using
the Control-Relay middleware element, as illustrated in Figure 5. Therefore,
the following combinations were studied: Physical OLT/Virtual Machine -
Docker/Kubernetes - Control Relay/Straight.

The metrics considered in the evaluation are Processing Time and Com-
putational Resources usage (detailed in Section 4.2), under 30, 60, and 90
supplicants. In initial tests, when monitoring instances (Prometheus and
Grafana), and secondary core elements (Kafka and Baa) was not running, 150
supplicants were reached. As a result, 24 test scenarios are evaluated, and each
test is repeated 5 times. The obtained results are compiled in Section 4.3.

4.1 Hosting Infrastructure

Hardware Specification - The infrastructure supporting the tests divides into
two main blocks, the Docker and the Kubernetes environment. For Docker,
a VM with 2 vCPUs and 4GB of memory, and a physical OLT with Dual
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Core CPUs ARM64 and 4GB of memory was used. For Kubernetes, a names-
pace into the provider cluster was made available, with 3 physical nodes, each
with a 2x Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5118 CPU @ 2.30GHz (12-core) and 128 GB
of memory. In this infrastructure only the Network Access Control VNF is
under evaluation, exploring the advantages and limitations of different scenar-
ios of deployment. Although aspects, such as the memory of the physical OLT
and the CPU architecture limits the scalability analysis (further debated in
Section 5), which would be stressed with more VNFs competing for hardware
resources, as a proof-of-concept the comparative quantitative results provide
relevant insights on what to expect when using distinct deployment scenarios
and virtualization frameworks.

Containers leverage all the instances used in the tests into Docker and
Kubernetes environments. Hence, these containers are composed of base
images, which are immutable static files with executable code that can be
deployed consistently [34]. To improve efficiency, lightweight images to instan-
tiate the microservices were considered. For being small, simple, and secure
[35], the Alpine Linux image was chosen as the base image for the following
microservices: OLT-App, VNF 802.1X, supplicant, Kafka consumer, Monitor
(Prometheus and Grafana), and OLT-App embedded into physical OLT set-
tled the Alpine in version ARM64. For RADIUS Server, was used a pre-built
image from FreeRADIUS. Regarding the Control Relay, which is a part of core
microservices from OB-BAA architecture, the images were built and provided
by OB-BAA Github repository [36].

4.2 Performance Evaluation Metrics

4.2.1 Processing Time of Developed Applications

To evaluate time metrics a time counter was settled into the Golang appli-
cations code to measure the spent time on each step concerning the AAA
processes. Figure 6 summarizes the Dot1x sequence, identifying in blue color
the measured intervals between messages. The brackets in red indicate the
OLT-App metrics, while the brackets in orange are the metrics on the VNF
side. Each supplicant interaction generates a log output in VNF and OLT-App
microservices, from which are evaluated the statistics maximum/minimum and
average registered time.

4.2.2 CPU, Memory and Network I/O

This project leverages Prometheus scraping data from the cAdvisor container
for the Docker environment and the Loki-Grafana stack for Kubernetes tests.
The cAdvisor is an open-source, community-maintained container image tool
led by Google, Intel, VMware, and RedHat, that is used to monitor con-
tainers. It can gather, process, and export metrics such as CPU, I/O, and
memory usage from the tested containers, which can be afterward caught using
Prometheus to plot in Grafana. The Loki stack is a well-pre-defined set of
multiple containers which perform their specific functions and are deployed
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Fig. 6 Dot1x sequence diagram with performance spending time metrics.

together via Helm Charts (packet manager for Kubernetes) [37]. Grafana
allows visualizing all gathered data to understand the computational resources
consumption - CPU, memory, and network I/O, of each container.

4.3 Evaluation Results

This section presents the results of the authentication and authorization of a
group of supplicants using the IEEE 802.1X protocol with the MD5-Challenge
authentication method. Firstly, the time metrics illustrated in Figure 6 are col-
lected and summarized, and then, graphical results evaluating CPU, memory,
and network I/O are presented.

4.3.1 Processing Time

For brevity, from the eight tables of results obtained (see summary in Table
3) are detailed the results for Physical OLT and Dockers scenario (see Table
1), and for Virtual Machine and Dockers scenario (see Table 2), in both traf-
fic flow modes. In more detail, Processing Time at each Straight and Control
Relay modes registered the spent time of each metric and also the rate of pro-
cessed requests per second. The time values shown are in milliseconds except
for the request-per-second metrics. As mentioned, these examples are comple-
mented by the summary provided in Table 3, which highlights the best cases
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considering OLT Application Metric Statistics, VNF Metric Statistics, and
Core Elements Performance.

Table 1 OLT-App Metrics Statistics for Scenario with: Physical OLT, Docker and both
Traffic Flow Modes

Traffic Flow Modes and Hosting Environments - Table 3 shows that the
Control Relay traffic flow mode had a better performance (spent less time on
average in most metrics for 6 out of 8 scenarios) for OLT-App and a draw
between both modes for VNF metrics. This was not expected because the
Control Relay element added a hop throughout the flow. The probable reason
is that Control Relay was already put into the production stage, which implies
a better construction and well-defined interfaces than OLT-App, which is yet
in the development phase.

Docker vs. Kubernetes - Regarding Docker vs. Kubernetes hosting the Core
components, Kubernetes (K8s) was way more efficient (lower process time)
than Docker (77.8% of the tests on OLT statistics and 95% on VNF statistics)
when combined with supplicants and OLT-App running on Virtual Machine.
47 out of 76 processing time measures showed better performance on the K8s
cluster for hosting the infrastructure. Docker showed a better performance for
OLT-App running into Physical OLT (72.2% of all metrics) and slightly better
for VNF statistics (55% of all metrics). When the OLT-App and Supplicants
are hosted in VM, the results between Docker and K8s had a wider difference,
and K8s got a significant advantage over Docker; in some metrics, K8s is 5x up
to 10x more performative. Considering the overall results, Kubernetes reveals
to be more performative than Docker. Although the test scenarios need in
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Table 2 VNF Metrics Statistics for Scenario with: Physical OLT, Docker and both Traffic
Flow Modes

Table 3 Summary of results

future to be stressed with large-scale tests, the K8S showed its strength points
regarding orchestration.

OLT-App and VNF Metrics Differences - Looking at details in Tables 1
and 2 regarding the differences in spent processing time of OLT-App and
VNF, VNF had around a 100x faster processing time than OLT-App’s. VNF
achieved results in a dozen of microsecond scale, and the OLT-App obtained
results of few milliseconds (ms) for a processing step. The average spent time
for all combining processes of OLT-App is between 18ms to 40ms, with some
isolated tests going up to 131ms. Regarding the spent time for VNF, it ranges
from 0,130ms to 0,211ms. Concerning the average number of process requests
per second, the OLT could handle 31 up to 137 requests per second. The VNF
instead reached, on average, between 5000 and 7000 requests per second. These
numbers consider only the VNF’s spent time because, in its lifecycle, there is
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the RADIUS procedure, which is a bottleneck (consuming on average 6ms to
16ms, reaching in some cases up to 1500ms). This difference between OLT-
App and VNF is justified by VNF handling multiple messages simultaneously,
coming from many authenticators (OLTs).

4.3.2 Computational Resources

For the scenarios considered in Table 3, the computational resources CPU,
Memory, and Network I/O (received and sent network traffic) on each element
as a result of supplicants’ access control were measured for different scales (30,
60, and 90 supplicants). The measured groups include Core Elements (VNF,
Control Relay, FreeRADIUS, BAA, and Kafka), OLTs, and Supplicants. The
presented graphical results show the Minimum, Maximum, and Average values
in the evaluation period, the Current value in the export moment, and the
Total (when applicable) aggregate measure in the period.

The objective is to observe the resource consumption as the scale grows
and the impact on each element. For brevity, the scale of 60 supplicants is
presented for the scenarios: Docker/Kubernetes hosting the core elements in
Straight mode (Figures 7 and 8); Docker hosting the core elements in Control
Relay mode (9); and Physical OLT/VM in Docker and Straight mode (10 and
11) are illustrated.

Scale Analysis - Network traffic for Core elements scales as expected, as
it linear and proportionally increases with the number of supplicants. VNF,
FreeRADIUS, and Kafka’s Network Traffic also showed proportionality in
traffic volumes. not so evident for the Control Relay and BAA, due to the
transmission of control data and additional info regarding the connection.
Regarding the CPU utilization, only the VNF and FreeRADIUS had a propor-
tional increase near the number of supplicants’ growth. Other elements (BAA,
Kafka, and Control Relay) showed less consistent behavior. For instance, the
Control Relay got a small decrease between 30 and 60 supplicants and an
increase for 90 supplicants. The same occurs for memory consumption. The
VNF evinced the expected proportionality between tests. OLT and Supplicant
results for Network I/O growth also as expected. CPU and memory increased
too, however, not proportionally, possibly due to internal running processes
which consume resources independently of the supplicants’ number.

Comparison Between Hosting Environments (Docker vs. Kubernetes) -
Network I/O analyses reveal that the VNF receives significant traffic when
compared to the remaining elements, due to the payload related to each sup-
plicant information. The same preponderance is not observed in the sent traffic
as only an authentication and authorization response is required. For the Sent,
the Kafka element assumes a more determinant role as it streams data flows
from many sources, mainly with control content, to other OB-BAA elements
not evinced in the present context. Looking at the CPU usage, Docker (in
Figure 7) seems to be more resource-saving than K8s (in Figure 8) for most
elements. Regarding the memory results, these differences are even higher. The
VNF, Control Relay, and BAA more than doubled the memory usage in K8s,
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and the Kafka almost got doubled too (Kafka and BAA curves were suppressed
for a more detailed analysis of the remaining elements’ contribution). Surpris-
ingly, the FreeRADIUS reduced its memory consumption considerably, being
more than nine times lower. This behavior could be explained considering that
the Kubernetes environment had higher available resources than Docker, and
was used more intensively.

Fig. 7 Core elements hosted into Docker environment in straight mode.

Comparison Between Traffic Flow Modes (Straight vs. Control Relay
modes) - This evaluation resorted to test scenarios executed with core elements
hosted into Docker, being the supplicants and OLT-App hosted into physical
OLT. The comparison between results in Figure 7 and Figure 9, confirm the
expectation of a significant impact on Control Relay computational resource
usage, without relevant changes in the other elements. CPU and Memory met-
rics in Figure 9 also have Kafka and BAA curves hidden to allow more detail
about other main elements contributing to CPU and memory consumption.
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As shown, the Network I/O measured at Control Relay experienced a consid-
erable impact, leveraging the network usage up to 29,5 times, the CPU up to
19,7 times, and memory up to 3,25 times.

Fig. 8 CPU (Left) and Memory (Right) Core elements hosted into Kubernetes environment
in straight mode.

Comparison Between Hosting Environment (VM vs. Physical OLT) for
OLT-App and Supplicant - The results of this comparison are illustrated in
Figures 10 and 11, considering the scenario running the core elements on
Docker with straight traffic mode. In Figure 10 the performance of OLT App
container hosted into a Physical OLT is represented, and in Figure 11 the
performance of OLT Apps hosted in a virtual machine is added. In this last
figure, OLT-App1/OLT-App2 denote the separation of 60 supplicants into two
30-supplicant instances.

The results reveal that OLT-App hosted into physical OLT got a higher
consumption for all metrics, Network I/O, CPU, and memory. This behavior
repeated for all scenarios except the K8s in straight traffic flow mode, where
the OLT-App hosted into VM got a higher network consumption, but the
CPU and memory were still higher for the physical OLT hosting scene. These
results also point out that using separate instances to deal with large amounts
of supplicants may bring CPU and memory benefits in the long term.

When comparing the Supplicants’ results for these scenarios, the Network
I/O consumption is higher for VM hosting, similarly in all scenarios. The
CPU and memory is high on physical OLT when the core elements are hosted
in Docker. When they are on K8s, the Supplicants’ CPU is higher on VM
deployment. The Supplicants’ memory consumption is higher on physical OLT
deployment than VM when running core elements on K8s in straight traffic
mode.
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Fig. 9 Core elements hosted into Docker environment in Control Relay mode.

5 Overview

This section synthesizes the main outcomes and constraints of the evaluation
described in the previous section.

From the analysis carried out, important results could be inferred, namely
the hosting environment for supplicants and the superior performance of OLT-
App compared to Virtual Machine hosting. This better performance could be
explained due to the higher consumption of Physical OLT hardware rather
than VM for the same scalability scenarios. However, the memory hardware of
the physical OLT represents a limitation as it does not perform swapping mem-
ory allocation. This constraint the scalability tests regarding memory usage,
setting a threshold, in addition to the physical OLT ARM64 CPU architecture.

Considering the scalability tests, for the increasing number of supplicants
the processing time did not suffer a significant increase for all metrics. The
results regarding the computational resources consumption showed to be more
predictable, as the main elements who were actively engaged in the tests
had, in most cases, increased their consumption with scale growth. Although,
this increase is not always proportional and linear to supplicant scaling, for
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Fig. 10 Physical OLT results for hosting environment of OLT-App and supplicants
comparison.

instance, the network traffic and memory of VNF had exponential growth. One
reason for this behavior is that supplicants start randomly between 0 and 20
seconds after their container starts, and multiple supplicants can send requests
simultaneously. Thus, the FreeRADIUS server may receive near requests and
drop packets, resulting in occasional retransmissions from supplicants. As the
number of supplicants grows, the probability of this occurrence gets even
higher. Still, in VNF Statistics it is possible to quantify how much time the
FreeRADIUS consumes compared to the other processes. The VNF process
consumes around a dozen microseconds, facing a few milliseconds up to a dozen
milliseconds of FreeRADIUS consumption. Thus, the FreeRADIUS is around
one hundred times slower than a VNF Process, becoming a bottleneck.

Regarding the traffic flow mode, the results demonstrated that the Con-
trol Relay mode is more performative for OLT-App statistics and also on VNF
statistics running on Kubernetes environment; the Straight mode achieved bet-
ter results running on Docker environment. Despite the advantage of Control
Relay mode deployment over Straight mode, namely in stability and consis-
tency of results, the differences in several metrics motivate further tests in
larger scenarios.

For the hosting environment, Docker and Kubernetes, overall it is not pos-
sible to elect a well-defined winner. Although Docker achieved better results
in scenarios associated with physical OLT, Kubernetes performed better with
OLT on VM. When looking at metrics separately, Kubernetes achieved better
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Fig. 11 OLT on Virtual Machine results for hosting environment of OLT-App and
supplicants comparison.

performance for more metrics than Docker. The hardware consumption was
also slightly better for Kubernetes. Considering that Kubernetes has a robust
infrastructure set, it is expectable to achieve better scale results.

In a nutshell, it can be concluded that:

• the developed IEEE 802.1X VNF got the expected results. Processing time
results on a microsecond scale were obtained, allowing a VNF instance to
process thousands of requests per second;

• the RADIUS server presented itself as a significant bottleneck for the
process;

• the utilization of the OB-BAA Control Relay showed to be a stabilizer ele-
ment, in a “proxy” role for the traffic between OLT and VNF. Even its
addition to the network brought lower process time;

• the physical OLT tests showed a feasible deployment for the OLT-App mod-
ule for communication with VNF. However, the supplicants had also to be
executed into physical OLT, consuming computational resources for this.
Thus, a better performance running only the OLT-App into physical OLT
and the supplicants into physical ONT/ONUs is expected (the required
devices were not available for testing);
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• the provided tests validated the usage of Docker or Kubernetes as a host-
ing environment, showing that the proposed approach can benefit from
containerized solutions. The quantitative results also revealed the expected
behavior in each comparative deployment scenario.

6 Conclusions

This paper explored the development of a security VNF in the OB-BAA
context, more precisely an IEEE 802.1X authentication and authorization
VNF applied to the NGPON architecture of a major telecommunications
operator. Through this case study, this work explores the evolution of the tra-
ditional architecture of COs by integrating the benefits of softwarization and
virtualization.

After the conceptualization of PON technologies, SDN, NFV, and VNF
concepts in broadband networks, the 802.1X protocol (Dot1x) and corre-
sponding VNF proposal was debated. The development employed the Golang
programming language due to its robustness and performance. The VNF appli-
cation implementing the Dot1x authenticator function receives authentication
requests from supplicants (ONUs in the real world), consults the supplicants’
credentials against a RADIUS server, and authorizes or not their access to the
network. The proposal was leveraged by containers hosted into Kubernetes
and Docker environments hosting the main elements and testing scalability
scenarios with multiple supplicants. The tests results proved the security VNF
feasibility with acceptable performance, with microseconds processing time
handling thousands of messages per second, and provided insights into the
most promising scenarios for VNF deployment.

To fully validate the solution, future tests will consider a more robust
and complex Dot1x authentication method, along with higher-scale scenar-
ios, as it is expected that one OLT could support thousands of attached
ONU/ONT. The most promising test scenarios will be deployed in real OLT
devices, allowing also to evaluate the add-value of the VNF approach facing
traditional OLT implementation. As final remark, since the present deploy-
ment was aligned with the BBF framework, the VNF can be easily integrated
with other OB-BAA components.
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